Abstract-We propose an extension of the Viterbi algorithm that makes second-order hidden Markov models computationally efficient. A comparative study between first-order (HMM1's) and second-order Markov models (HMM2's) is carried out. Experimental results show that HMM2's provide a better state occupancy modeling and, alone, have performances comparable with HMM1's plus postprocessing.
I. INTRODUCTION
H MM-BASED speech modeling assumes that the input signal can be split into segments modeled as states of an underlying Markov chain and that the waveform of each segment is a stationary random process. In a first-order hidden Markov Model (HMM1), the sequence of states is assumed to be a first-order Markov chain. This assumption is mainly motivated by the existence of efficient and tractable algorithms for model estimation and recognition proportional to , where is the number of states of the model and the utterance length. However, HMM1's suffer from several drawbacks. For instance, in an HMM1, the frames inside a segment are assumed to be independent, and trajectory modeling (i.e., frame correlation) in the frame space is not included. By incorporating short-term dynamic features to model spectrum shape, an HMM1 can be made to overcome this drawback. Modeling segment duration, which follows a geometric law as a function of time, remains another major drawback of the HMM1. In this paper, we investigate models where the underlying state sequence is a second-order Markov chain (HMM2), and we study their capabilities in terms of duration and frame correlation modeling. Because the major disadvantage of our technique is the computational complexity, we propose an appropriate implementation of the re-estimation formulas that yields algorithms only times slower compared to the HMM1 ones, where is the average input branching factor of the model. We show that HMM2's overcome HMM1's, but the offset between performances is significantly reduced after a post-processing in which durational constraints based on states occupancy are incorporated to an HMM1-based recognizer. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces second-order Markov chains, and Section III summarizes the Viterbi and Baum-Welch algorithms for the HMM2. In Section IV, we discuss the complexity of the HMM2. Section V is devoted to Manuscript received July 20, 1992; revised July 30, 1996. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Dr. Xuedong Huang.
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the postprocessor that implements state duration constraints. The experimental comparison is described in Section VI, and we draw some conclusions in Section VII.
II. SECOND-ORDER HMM'S
Unlike the first-order Markov chain where the stochastic process is specified by a 2-D matrix of a priori transition probabilities { } between states and , the second-order Markov chain is specified by a 3-D matrix { }.
Prob
Prob (1) with the constraints with where is the number of states in the model, and is the actual state at time .
The probability of the state sequence is defined as Prob (2) where is the probability of state at time , and is the probability of the transition at time . Each state is associated with a mixture of Gaussian distributions with (3) where is the input vector (the frame) at time . Given a sequence of observed vectors , the joint state-output probability Prob is defined as Prob (4) Each second-order Markov model has an equivalent first-order model on the twofold product space , but going back to first order increases dramatically the number of states. For instance, Fig. 2 shows the equivalent HMM1 associated with This topology has already been investigated in several works [5] - [7] . It is interesting to note that HMM2 converge naturally to Ferguson-like models.
In the model depicted in Fig. 2 , the duration in state may be defined as
The state duration in a HMM2 is governed by two parameters, i.e., the probability of entering a state only once, and the probability of visiting a state at least twice, with the latter modeled as a geometric decay. This distribution better fits a probability density of durations [2] than the classical exponential distribution of an HMM1. This property is of great interest when a HMM2 models a phoneme in which a state captures only one or two frames.
III. EXTENDED VITERBI AND BAUM-WELCH ALGORITHMS
The extension of the Viterbi algorithm to HMM2 is straightforward. We simply replace the reference to a state in the state space by a reference to an element of the twofold product space . The most likely state sequence is found by using the probability of the partial alignment ending at transition at times Prob
Recursive computation is given by max (
To adjust the second-order HMM parameters, we define the new forward and backward functions on which the extended Baum-Welch algorithm is based. The forward function defines the probability of the partial observation sequence and the transition between time and Prob (
As in HMM1, can be computed from in which and are two transitions between states and (8) Similarly, the backward function , which is defined as the probability of the partial observation sequence from to , given the model and the transition between times and , can be expressed as Prob (9)
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLEXITY
A naive implementation of the recursion for the computation of and requires on the order of operations, compared with for the standard HMM1. A more precise analysis to (8) shows that the sum is taken over all nonzero transitions for a given pair of successive states . Therefore, the algorithm implements a is represented by a matrix, whereas needs only a matrix. These remarks suggest that, in theory, there is roughly a factor of in terms of space and computation requirements between HMM1 and HMM2. In our system, the average input branching factor is 2, and the reestimation and recognition algorithm are less than two times slower, which is still tractable. In fact, experimental measures on CPU times of both systems have shown that HMM2's are only 1.5 slower than HMM1's since the system spends half of its time in computing the likelihood of frames given a state output pdf with full covariance matrices than accessing the lists of successors.
V. DURATION MODEL
Even if the duration of a segment is better modeled by two parameters in an HMM2, thus avoiding singular state assignment as previously mentioned, it is nevertheless necessary to implement duration constraints based on the relative duration of the segments corresponding to successive states, as in [7] . The reason is that most of the errors of our HMM2-based word recognition system come from singular alignments given by the Viterbi algorithm. We observed that state durations were strongly correlated for states in a model. In order to take this correlation into account, we have specified a set of classes of correct alignments on a one class per model basis. Given an utterance, an alignment between a model and the utterance is defined by a vector of relative duration of the states of the model. This alignment is found using the Viterbi algorithm. We denote the following:
-frame-long word that has been aligned with HMM . Each state among the states of captures frames. If all states must be visited, we have (10) mean vector associated with the class of and , which is the covariance matrix, normalizing factor that ensures that all matrices have a determinant equal to one. Given a word model and the class of correct alignments of this model, we measure the distance between alignments using the Mahalanobis distance det (11)
This distance weights the probability of the Viterbi's alignment during a postprocessing step, where the -best 1 answers given by the recognition algorithm [6] are rescored.
Final Score (12) and are normalizing constants determined empirically on the training set.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

A. Test Protocol
First-order HMM's and second-order HMM's have been comparatively assessed using the same database of digits, i.e., the adult part of the TI-NIST database. The vocabulary is made up of 23 models-one per digit and gender-and one for the background noise. The state output densities are mixtures of nine Gaussian estimates with full covariance matrices. For comparison, we have used models with the same topology and the same number of pdf's. In particular, digit models have six states with five self loops and no skip transition, whereas the background noise model has only two states and one self loop.
1 N does not refer to the number of states of a model but rather to the number of alignments. 
B. Acoustic Analysis
Using a frame shift of 12 ms and a 25-ms window, 12 cepstral coefficients corresponding to an approximate Melfrequency warped spectrum are computed. The first coefficient, which is called loudness, was removed. Two analysis feature vectors incorporating dynamic features have been specified in order to explore the capability of HMM2's to capture frame correlations.
• 24 coefficients: 11 static, 12 dynamic first-order coefficients plus the second-order energy coefficient . • 35 coefficients: 11 static, 12 dynamic first-order coefficients plus 12 dynamic second-order coefficients.
C. Comparison HMM1/HMM2
Tables I and II summarize the recognition results. In these tables, the string error rates and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are given. Table III gives the results at the word level. In the different experiments, we used the 8700 strings from the test part of the TI-NIST database containing 28 383 digits. Throughout these experiments, a grammar of unknown length strings was used.
Three major conclusions can be drawn from these results: 1) HMM2 outperforms HMM1 in the absence of postprocessing, and HMM2 without postprocessing is almost equivalent in performance to HMM1 with postprocessing. 2) Acceleration coefficients do not significantly improve performance, especially with HMM2.
3) The offset in performances is greatly reduced when a postprocessor is used to take into account the duration constraints. Point 1 can be explained by the capability of HMM2 to explicitly model the event that a state can be visited just one time and eliminate singular alignments given by the Viterbi algorithm in the recognition process when a state captures just one frame whereas all other speech frames fall into the neighboring states. Thus, the trajectory of speech, in terms of state sequence, is better modeled by HMM2. Point 2 has already been mentioned in relation to clean speech and HMM1 models [4] . Since the beginning of this study in 1990, several sytems have produced better performances on the TI-NIST corpus [3] , [1] . These systems involve sophisticated acoustic analysis and training techniques. Our word recognition system, based on HMM1 models, which serves as the reference system to which the HMM2-based system was compared, gives results similar to the system described by Wilpon in 1993 [8] , i.e., 2.4% string error rate with a ten-state model with nine Gaussian pdf per mixture and telephone bandwith speech. In our system, we have six states per model but two models per digit. This keeps the number of parameters slightly constant.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have described a connected word recognition system based on second-order Markov models. We have presented the capability of HMM2 to capture some duration constraints at the state level. Usually, these duration constraints are implemented in postprocessors that are trained separately. The maximum likelihood principle in the training is thus not guaranteed, whereas HMM2's converge with the forward-backward algorithm naturally to Ferguson-like models in which the state duration is represented by a nonparametric pdf for small values and a geometric law for higher values. Besides, the duration modeling with parametric pdf's in semi-Markov process results in a significant increase in computational complexity, whereas a second-order Markov process gives a crude but tractable answer.
